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Contest of Creative Minds 

Young people are called to apply for the Meduc 

Award until August 1 

Stuttgart (Germany), July 24, 2013 – The Meduc Award 

distinguishes the next generation of creatives. The prize is 

awarded in the categories journalism, print, music, film and 

multimedia by a renowned jury from the media industry. 

Among these is Oliver Hahr who is looking for the best story-

tellers. 

Consuming is in, but what about being creative? The Meduc 
Award fosters young media talents and motivates them to 
become active with their own projects. Students and 
apprentices until one year after their graduation are invited to 
contribute. The participation is free of charge; themes can be 
selected freely. Attractive prizes like software-packages, 
advanced training or internships can be won.  

Host of the award is the media akademie e.V. under the 
direction of Prof. Dr. Tamara Huhle and Jörg Schmidt from the 
Academy of media in Stuttgart. “With this award we want to 
acknowledge ideas, support young talents in the creative 
industry and offer them a platform for contacts and networks,” 
says Jörg Schmidt. The association has been rewarding the 
prize since 2002.  The ceremony traditionally takes place in 
autumn.  

Oliver Hahr, Director of Consulting and Public Relations at oha 
communication is a juror in the category journalism this year. 
Here, good story-tellers are pointed out that have handed in 
notable works in print or audiovisual media. “Good journalism 
surprises and makes curious. It explains and provides a deeper 
understanding that enables new action”, says Oliver Hahr who 
is looking forward to screening the submitted works.” 
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Photo: The Meduc Award distinguishes the next generation of creatives. 
Oliver Hahr from the PR agency oha communication is looking for the best 
story-tellers this year. Source: media akademie e.V. and oha communication.  

Photos in printable quality: http://www.oha-communication.com/de/ohas-
news.html  

oha communication is a consultancy and agency for public relations. We meet 
communicative challenges with courage and creative ideas. 
Our team supports companies in attracting the attention of selected target 
groups at home and abroad. The services include profiling, strategic and 
market-specific PR advisory as well as the coordination and implementation of 
PR activities. 
Our services help companies and journalists alike to tell a story in an 
appealing and comprehensible manner. oha communication was founded in 
2007 by Oliver Frederik Hahr and is headquartered in Stuttgart, Germany 
For further information, see: www.oha-communication.com. 
 
The media akademie e. V. is an association for the promotion and transfer of 
knowledge on multimedia content production and aims at developing, 
fostering and applying various educational forms in multimedia professions. 
Since 2002, the association has been supporting the Meduc Award.  
For further information, see www.media-akademie.com  

Contact:  
Jörg Schmidt 
media GmbH 
Phone:  +49 (0)711/92543-0 
Fax:  +49 (0)711/92543-25 
E-Mail:  info@media-gmbh.de 
Internet: www.media-gmbh.de 
 
Agency contact: 
Oliver Hahr 
oha communication 
Phone +49 (0)711/5088 6582-1 
Fax +49 (0)711/5088 6582-9 
E-Mail oliver.hahr@oha-communication.com 
Internet www.oha-communication.com 

 


